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NEW QUESTION: 1
When executing the Generate Time Card Fields process, what will setting the parameter
'Include Absence Types' to Yes accomplish?
A. creates a multiple-attribute time card field with Absence Management type and Payroll Time
type time attributes
B. none of the above
C. enables entry of Absence Plans directly on the time entry calendar entry layouts
D. creates a multiple-attribute time card field with only the Absence Management type time
attribute
E. updates available absence values for selection within the existing time card fields
F. enables Absence entries on the time entry and calendar entry layouts
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the objective of the Service Continuity and Availability Management processes?
A. to ensure agreed effective communication towards Customers
B. to ensure that agreed levels of service commitments to Customers can be met in all
circumstances
C. to ensure that agreed Service Continuity and Availability commitments to providers can be
met in all circumstances
D. to ensure that agreed Service Continuity and Availability commitments to Customers can be
met in all circumstances
Answer: D
Explanation:
A. Incorrect. Effective communication is not the objective of the process Service Continuity and
Availability Management. It is more relevant to Service Reporting.
B. Incorrect. Managing levels of service is the objective of the Service Level Management
process.
C. Correct. This is the objective of the Service Continuity and Availability Management
processes.
D. Incorrect. Service Continuity and Availability Management is a process between a supplier
and a Customer. Not between a supplier and a provider.

NEW QUESTION: 3
How many posting period intervals in SAP S/4HANA are used for postings of Financial
Accounting (F I) and Controlling (CO)?
Response:
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: B
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